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Ramanathan et al.: What People Are Writing About

what people are writing about

BOOKS

Network-Based Management Sys
tems (PERT/CPM) by R. D.
Archibald and R. L. Villoria,
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,
1967, 508 pages, $16.

This guide to the use of PERT
(Program Evaluation and Review
Technique) and CPM (Critical
Path Method) is simple enough in
style to appeal to the casual reader
who merely seeks orientation in
the subject, yet it is complete
enough for application by the prac
titioner.

The use of networking systems
in project planning, scheduling,
and control is now standard prac
tice in the defense industries and
increasingly common in other fields.
PERT and CPM have become tech
niques with which nearly every ex
ecutive — and certainly every con
sultant — should be familiar.
For those who are not, this book
may well be the answer. No knowl
edge of mathematics or accounting
is required to follow its exposition.
Yet it is not merely introductory;
the coverage is comprehensive
enough to serve
a text for use
in industrial training.
The first third of the book ex
plains PERT, PERT/Cost, and

CPM — what they are and how
they work — concluding with a de
scription of a model system. A sec
tion on implementing the system
tells how to tailor the model to a
particular organization; it covers
such questions
how to organize,
when to use computers, how to de
cide whether the benefits of net
working justify the costs, and how
to train personnel.
dozen or so case studies, some
of them quite detailed, illustrate
networking’s application to projects
ranging from the introduction of a
new product to construction of a
condominium apartment. Other
topics covered include decision
trees in decision making, simula-
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2, Art. 9how marginal
Computer
Simulation
Techniques
lion and gaming,
and Services:
(somewhat
costing
puts
the
allocation problem
by T. H. Naylor, J. L. Balintfy,
sketchily) problems and pitfalls in
in
proper
perspective.
The second
D. S. urdick, and K. Chu, John
applying the technique.
article
is
an
explanation
of the sim
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,
plex
approach
to
linear
program
1966, 352 pages, $9.50.
ing.
For illustration of the simplex
This description of the methods
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Sys
approach,
the author uses two
and procedures used in planning
tems and Procedures by the Pren
products,
each
requiring specified
and designing computer simulation
tice-Hall Editorial Staff, Prenticeamounts
of
labor
and machine
experiments — and the theory be
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,
hours
per
unit
and
each with a
hind them — is aimed at the opera
1967, 673 pages.
given
contribution
margin
per unit.
tions researcher, not the casual
Using
labor
and
machine
hours
This compilation of various terms
reader.
the
constraints
on
total
production,
used in systems and procedures
the problem is to allocate total
work is hardly, as its editors seek
Simulation, a technique for set
available hours in such a way that
ting up a model of a real situation
to imply, a manual to guide the
total
contribution from the two
systems man in producing “maxi
and then performing experiments
products
together is maximized.
mum productivity at minimum cost
on the model, is winning increased
The
author
describes how these
and time.” It may have some value
use as an operations research tool.
relationships
can
be expressed (a)
as a specialized dictionary, how
Many more or less successful ap
mathematically,
using
simple alge
plications have been described in
ever.
bra,
(b)
graphically,
or
(c) in a
print, along with a number of spe
simplex
table.
The
article
is
not in
The editors of this “encyclopedic
cific problems. This book, however,
tended
to
give
a
full
mathematical
dictionary” claim that it combines
seems to be the first to try to pre
treatment of linear programing but
the best features of a dictionary
sent a step-by-step method of plan
to outline what the author calls a
and an encyclopedia. Refer “to the
ning, designing, and carrying out
“standard procedure” that can be
appropriate entry or entries any
simulation experiments.
applied automatically and to link
time you are looking for the best,
That should make it valuable
it with the mathematical and
most effective way to accomplish
for operations research technicians
graphic approaches.
a specific purpose or task,” they
and others with the background to
The standard procedure consists
understand it. Its audience will
advise.
of
a series of manipulations using
necessarily be limited by the au
Actually, the book is not an en
a
simplex
table which sets out the
cyclopedia. Several hundred en
thors’ assumption that the reader
interrelationships
among total con
tries, ranging alphabetically from
has had “a basic calculus course
tributions,
product
contribution
ABC inventory control to zone sys
and some mathematical statistics
margins,
resource
requirements,
tem of pricing, for the most part
and probability theory and pos
and resource availability. The
simply define terms, often by a
sesses a minimal knowledge of com
purpose
of the series of manipula
single sentence. Some items, opera
puter programing.”
tions is, of course, to progress suc
tions research, for instance, run to
cessively and in a systematic man
several pages, but the discussion is
ner
toward a resource allocation
seldom complete enough for the
pattern
that gives the highest pos
reader to use it as his sole guide in
MAGAZINES
sible
total
contribution.
applying the technique. Nor are
To
demonstrate
the relevance of
there any references for further
Marginal Costing with Several
the
simplex
method
of linear pro
reading.
Products: I and II by Harold
graming
to
more
complex
prob
Thus, the best use for the book
Lucas, Accountancy, September,
lems, the author proceeds to illus
would seem to be to check the
1966, and October, 1966.
trate how the “standard proce
meaning of unfamiliar terms en
dures” can be applied to a threecountered in reading. And there
In these two of a series of three
product,
three-resource situation.
are plenty of terms. Since there
articles written to give an intro
The
author
’s explanation of each
probably aren’t several hundred
duction to linear programing, the
step
in
the
“
standard procedure”
systems terms, the editors have in
author explains the basic logic and
and
the
logic
underlying
it is clear
cluded a number from the field of
the steps that are involved in the
and is simple enough to be under
accounting (LIFO, book value,
simplex approach to linear pro
stood by readers who are not par
etc.) and a variety of such miscel
gramming.
ticularly skilled in mathematics
laneous entries
guaranteed an
and who have had no previous ex
The
first
article
serves
to
demon
nual wage and freight forwarder.
posure
to the simplex techniques.
strate the existence of resource al
The type is large and the style
The
simultaneous
exposition of the
location problems in a multiproduct
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graphic techniques will be of ad

couldetnot
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byWriting
centralAboutthe best interests of the society.
Ramanathan
al.:be
What
People Are
ditional help to those who find
ized planners; a standard based
This article provides perspec
charts easier to understand.
on volume of output does not pro
tive on the import of accounting
K. V. Ramanathan
duce the same results
one based
systems and how they purport
on sale of goods.
Northwestern University
to measure a society’s economic

3. The third stage, which is
achievements. The importance of

characterized by an abundance of
the lesson should not be lost on
all required resources, has never
those who attempt to measure
East Germany’s Liberman-Type
yet been achieved. It need not con
company performance. Measures of
Reforms in Perspective by James
cern us here.
performance to control may inad
R. Elliott and nthony E. Scaper
We have heard a great deal
vertently lead to constraints on the
landa, The Quarterly Review of
about the reforms proposed by the
optimal allocation of resources in
Economics and Business, Autumn,
Russian economist E.
Liberman.
an economy, be it socialist or cap
1966.
Libermanism is identified with the
italist. They may similarly work to
second stage. The reforms sug
retard a firm’s efficiency. The warn
In this article, the authors dis
gested were long overdue in some
ing is well taken.
cuss, among other things, the im
socialist countries. Efficient utili
Norman D. Berman
portance of accounting systems to
zation of resources required less de
New York University
the optimal utilization of resources
cision making by a centralized
in a growing and more technologic
authority and more initiative with
ally complex socialist economy.
in the context of the market place.
The Budgetary Control Function
But, in turn, the standards of
The authors assume that society’s
by Ernest I. Hanson, The Ac
management performance required
counting Review, April, 1966.
goal is to maximize its rate of eco
change. The norm of volume or
nomic growth. Their model states
gross production needed to be re
that as the level and complexity of
The primary purpose of this ar
placed by a norm based on profit
ability.
ticle is to contrast the conventional
an economy’s technology change,
role of the budgeting function with
efficient economic performance re
According to the authors, "Profit
quires changes in institutional pat
ability was to be computed by
what the author considers the real
terns (including new administra
comparing costs and revenues. The
role of budgeting, namely, a means
tive and accounting systems) that
calculation of revenues would be
of control and self-regulation for
will be compatible with the new
based only on product sold (rather
use throughout the period rather
levels of technology. The model
than after the actual performance
than on gross production).” The
identifies three institutional stages:
has been measured.
realization concept was introduced
1. In the first stage per capita
into the accounting framework.
production is low either in absolute
The author describes the con
"On the cost side, the materials
terms or in relation to potential.
ventional role of budgeting as rep
allocations would be maintained
The economy needs standardiza
resenting the formal plans of man
by a market interaction of users
agement for a period of time. The
tion and coordination of its ac
and producers of raw materials
budget provides a means for man
tivities.
strongly centralized ap
and intermediate products. Also a
paratus is required.
good statis
agement to evaluate its perform
charge would be made for the use
ance by comparing actual with
tics-gathering service becomes es
of capital.” Profits would go to a
planned performance and then ap
sential.
general fund to be used for pecuni
plying (1) the necessary analysis
2. As the economy achieves
ary rewards of management and
labor.
to determine what went wrong and
greater technical complexity, it en
(2) the corrective measures need
ters a second stage. Herein, a
The experience of Libermaned. In this conventional use of
strictly centralized approach may
type reform in East Germany sug
hinder economic efficiency. Under
gests that the most important effect
budgeting its control function be
has been the decentralization of
gins after the budget has been
centralization, planners must base
adopted.
decisions on the results of limited
the planning authority. To achieve
Mr. Hanson criticizes this ap
analysis. The outcome inevitably
this, other reforms had to be under
proach
as incomplete. He argues
is a misallocation of resources,
taken. These included changes of
that the budget should be a tool
which goes unnoticed in the ab
the prices of some factor inputs, re
of self-control, operating continu
sence of any meaningful measure
valuation of capital equipment,
ously to reduce the differences be
of success. We in the West are not
and the introduction of a uniform,
tween planned performance and
ignorant of the many instances of
comprehensive cost accounting sys
actual performance. The author
reported inefficiencies due to be
tem. A Central Auditing Commis
discusses three factors that must
havioral reactions on the part of
sion was charged to discourage the
be
taken into account in using the
producers and consumers that
use of centralized power against
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first.
His suggestions
budget for Management
continuous self-control:
their ofattainment
can be
made Vol.
Services: A Magazine
Planning, Systems,
and Controls,
4 [1967],
No. 2, Art. 9 are ambigu
ous, and many of them are not ac
1. The nature of authority and
easier. This should enhance the
the budget
companied by concrete proposals
usefulness of the budget
a self2. The degree of employee iden
for putting them to use or by de
governing control tool.
tification with budget goals
Milton F. Usry
lineation of the results that will be
Professor of Accounting
3. The degree of attainability
of
obtained if they are implemented.

Oklahoma State University
budget goals.
For example, he calls for the de
Authority is the power to make
velopment of new value systems.
decisions and guide the actions of
This is followed only by a state
another in a superior-subordinate
ment that social scientists need
How Social Science Research Can
relationship. In the majority of
increased esteem for solving busi
Help Management by Lawrence
business structures authority is ac
ness problems from their peers.
L. Ferguson, California Manage
cepted because of existing socio
Such esteem, it seems, would have
ment Review, Summer, 1966.
logical influences and customs;
to be secondary to the establish
upon entering the business enter
ment of other value systems within
The director of General Electric’s
prise, we merely accept this as a
the fields of social science.
Behavioral Research Service con
matter of routine. But for authority
Mr. Ferguson assigns the respon
tends that social science can help
to be exercised, the wishes of man
sibility for “bridging the gap” to
management if social scientists are
agement must be made known to
the scientists, perhaps rightly so. As
willing to take the responsibility
the organization. Since the budget
he points out, “If the rich promises
for bridging the gap that now ex
is a representation of the plans of
of social science research are soon
ists between the two fields.
management, it can be used as an
to be fulfilled, then it is necessary
effective method of control to the
for social scientists to take the initi
Since the author of this article
extent that it is used to convey
ative. The manager can hardly be
has played the roles of both man
these wishes to the employees
expected to tell the social scientist
ager and social scientist, his anal
responsible for carrying them
how his discipline might prove
ysis of the differences that exist
out. When employees know these
helpful.” Even
it seems that
between the two fields has a solid
wishes, they can find the ways to
managers would need at least to
basis. Underlying the criticisms of
meet them. Thus, the budget is
offer encouragement to the social
fered by those on each side is a
authoritative and reduces pressure.
scientists.
lack of understanding of what the
However, for individuals to re
The article is worthwhile read
other is capable of doing or what
spond to the desires of manage
ing, if only to discover some of the
he is attempting to do. That this
ment they also must associate their
differences that now exist between
can and does lead to differences
work with budget goals. The best
social scientists and business man
that become more a matter of indi
way to obtain this association is to
agers.
vidual personality conflicts than
have those who are to be evaluated
D. A. Lindley
conflicts between the areas is indi
participate in the budget process.
The Ohio State University
cated by the managers’ complaint
Employees’ performance should be
that
the social scientists “ . . are
evaluated as they are working in
frequently
petty, rude, arrogant,
stead of after the performance. If
and
opinionated
” or “. . . their own
an employee knows he is con
A Rationalization of the Pre*
practices
are
the
direct antithesis
stantly being evaluated, he will
cautionary Demand for Cash by
of what they preach.” Compare this
respond with a much better per
Edward L. Whalen, Quarterly
with the scientists’ complaints that
formance and try to mesh his in
Journal of Economics, May, 1966.
managers are “.. . unjustifiably sus
terests and ideas with those of the
picious of behavioral scientists . . .”
company. His incentive can be
Mr. Whalen sets forth a general
or “social scientists often feel ex
augmented by a system of rewards
model by which a firm can deter
ploited or used by the manager
and penalties.
mine an optimal precautionary cash
who they believe only wants in
To help narrow the difference
balance in the face of uncertain
formation about human behavior
between the budget and actual re
future cash receipts and disburse
so that he can use it to dominate
sults, the goals set forth in the
ments.
or control others.”
budget should be flexible enough
The second stated objective of
The model requires information
to meet the needs of all operating
the
article
is
to
suggest
ways
of
about
three factors that “affect the
levels; they should include a range
overcoming
these
difficulties
to
ar
optimal size of the precautionary
of expected performances. If ac
rive at mutually rewarding relation
cash balances: (1) the cost of illi
tual and budgeted performances
ships. Mr. Ferguson is not as suc
quidity; (2) the opportunity cost of
are compared often and the dif
holding precautionary cash bal
cessful in achieving his second ob
ferences are made known, the
jective as he is in achieving the
ances; and (3) the average volume
budget goals can be adjusted and
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et al.: What People Are Writing About
and variability of receipts andRamanathan
dis
bursements.” The cost of illiquidity
is the cost “of underestimating cash
needs for a given period”—the cost
of a negative cash balance. The
opportunity cost of holding pre
cautionary cash balances is the re
turn foregone by holding cash
Commercial Bank
rather than investing it in income
earning assets. The average volume
and variability of receipts and dis
This newly created position in the operations divi
bursements are represented by a
sion of one of the country’s leading commercial
probability distribution of ex
banks offers an outstanding career opportunity to
pected net disbursements for a
an experienced methods engineer.
given time period. The distribution
As an Assistant Vice President of the bank, our
is “assumed to have a mean of zero
new executive must possess the administrative ability
and a standard deviation which is
to direct a staff responsible for work measurement
determined by the degree of un
and simplification, quality and product control,
certainty attached to the pattern of
manual methods and general purchasing. This indi
expected receipts and disburse
vidual is probably now with a large commercial
ments and by the average volume
bank, insurance company, or a major manufacturing
of receipts and disbursements.”
concern.
The optimal precautionary bal
Initial compensation will consist of a base salary
ance is determined by minimizing
at the $25,000 level, plus liberal benefit programs.
the total cost of precautionary cash
Your reply will be treated confidentially and should
management, which is equal to the
include information regarding personal background,
sum of the opportunity cost of hold
business career, and current compensation.
ing cash and the expected cost of
liquidity. The opportunity cost is
BOX 422
equal to the product of the “average
precautionary balances” and “the
rate of return on income-earning
assets which are alternative to
HELP WANTED
cash.” The expected cost of illi
quidity is equal to the product of
MANAGEMENT SERVICES — Pacific
northwest CPA firm seeks CPA with
the cost of illiquidity and the
broad background in systems, data proc
probability that such illiquidity will
essing, and management techniques. Ex
cellent opportunity with partnership po
occur. From Tchebycheff’s in
tential. Salary open. Send resume to
equality and the assumed expected
Box 385.
value of zero, the probability that
illiquidity will occur can be written
SITUATIONS WANTED
as a function of the standard devi
MANAGEMENT SERVICES — CPA,
To screen effectively, we start with the larg
ation and the precautionary bal
New York with broad background in
modern management techniques includ
est resources of competent candidates,
ance. Upon substitution, the result
ing hands-on computer
will
gradually narrow the field down to the few
ing function for the total cost of
organize or expand service. Will relocate.
good prospects.
Box
425.
precautionary cash management
ROBERT HALF
the largest specialist in
can be minimized. An appendix to
financial
systems
employment. Our
DO YOU NEED a qualified “accountant,
sources for available talent are almost un
the article presents two alternative
auditor, controller” with

limited. When you call R-H you start your
perience in costs, budgets, taxes, reports,
formulations of the general
model.
financial statements, internal audits, pub
search with the few good prospects. We ef
The optimal precautionary bal
and private, profit and eleemosynary,
fectively eliminate all of those who do not
member of professional societies, recom
ance is a difficult problem in cash
meet your most rigid specifications.
mendation letters, salary $1 -$11M range.
Resume upon request. Box 453.
management which has received
ROBERT HALF PERSONNEL AGENCIES
relatively little attention in the
World’s Largest Financial & EDP Personnel Specialists.
RATES: Help Wanted, Professional Oppor
analytical literature. For this reason
Baltimore: One Charles Center (301)837-0313
tunities and Miscellany 50 cents a word.
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(617) 423-6440
Chicago: 333 N. Michigan Ave.
(312) 782-6930
Mr. Whalen’s analysis is of prac
Situations Wanted 30 cents a word. Box
Cleveland: 1367 East 6th St.
621-0670
Dallas: 1170 Hartford Bldg.
(214) 742-9171
number,
when
used,
is
two
words.
Classified
tical significance to accountants en
Detroit: 1114 Guardian Bldg.
(313)961-5430
advertisements
payable in advance. Clos
Los Angeles: 3600 Wilshire Blvd. (213) 381-7974
New York: 330 Madison Ave.
986-1300
gaged in management services.
ing date, 20th of month preceding date of
Newark: 570 Broad St.
623-3661
(215) 568-4580
Philadelphia: 2 Penn Center
issue. Address for replies: Box number,
(412)
471-5946
Pittsburgh: 429 Forbes Ave.
1015
Daniel L. Jensen
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